Schoolbag of Ideas is a teacher’s digital learning material for all devices. It’s full of versatile ideas for planning and carrying out active learning with pupils aged 5-8. Many ideas can be modified for older pupils, too. The purpose of this material is to encourage teachers to use more active learning.

Many of the ideas can also be used as complete units concerning school subjects or themes. Every idea has instructions for the teacher. The instructions consist of necessary equipment, preparations, idea pictures and links to the appendices. There are also Material Pockets with printable material, for example action cards, game boards and instructions for the pupils for activities and working.

The pupils participate in planning, preparing and acting. They learn collaboration skills and responsibility. The main principles are varying learning environments, games and collaboration, involvement and interaction of the pupils. From the Schoolbag of Ideas teachers can bring joy and fun to lessons. Active learning can help the pupils to understand.

Schoolbag of Ideas has six schoolbags. They are Teacher’s Schoolbag, Theme Schoolbag, Maths Schoolbag, Beginner’s English Schoolbag, Science Schoolbag and Reading and Writing Schoolbag. Every schoolbag includes several ideas and materials for active learning. The schoolbags are published one by one. The material is updated regularly.
What is it?

• Production and distribution platform for digital learning materials and a global web shop
• Multi-channel learning and training system for education exporters, educational institutions, schools as well as teachers and individual trainers.
• Personal learning environment and portfolio
• Easy to use, anytime, anywhere, compatible with all devices
• Highly versatile learning environment developed in collaboration with more than 2400 Finnish teachers and 100 schools.
• Group and student level study tracking and assessment tools
• Private video tutoring
• Electronic achievements (Badges) and printable certificates of completed courses
• Web shops and server centres in 11 countries around the world
• Free for content producers and trainers

Mobie Academy
Study and Develop Yourself – Anytime, Anywhere

Is your organisation an education exporter?
Is your organisation training internationally? Mobie Academy is a global web service enabling you to conduct your online trainings in any part of the world, thanks to our server centres and web shops covering 11 different regions, including e.g. China, India, Middle East and South America. The service enables you to create your own learning materials or take advantage of the materials already being sold in our web shop. You can also include individual or group video lessons in your courses.

Learning and training materials for global distribution
Do you produce learning or training materials for global distribution? Mobie Academy’s digital production platform enables the production of highly versatile digital course materials with interactive elements and adaptive learning paths. You can distribute the materials globally in 11 different countries through the integrated web shop and collect revenue seamlessly – all through the same channel.

The service is free for content producers and training vendors.
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